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Comprehension- Battle of the pants (pg 5-45)
Answer the following questions in complete sentences.
1.

In chapter 1, explain why Juliet took revenge on Max.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

2.

What was the outcome of Juliet’s revenge?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

3.

Write down the correct emotion felt by Juliet in the table below.

Phrase description
…to get her back on Max
Juliet wanted to disappear..

Emotion

4.

Why did Max step in to help Juliet when the kids saw her wearing the Superman
pants?
________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
5.

Explain why Max believed his Superman pants had magical powers.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

6. Write True or False and the reason in the boxes below.
Statements
True/False
1) Max wanted to tease
Juliet, so he wore her
knickers.
2) Juliet thought a dress
would look nicer with the
Superman pants.

Reason

B. Vocabulary Challenge

The answers can be found in the story. Can you solve the puzzle? Have fun!

Across
3. to disturb and bother
5. to laugh in a silly way
6. having bodily pain
Down
1. a sudden, urgent and unexpected happening
2. not real
4. to redden from embarrassment
5. a fierce and angry look
Answer key
Activity 1: Comprehension
1. Juliet was angry she had to lay the table for dinner although it was Max’s turn.
2. All her knickers were stolen by Max and she had no choice but to wear the Superman pants.
3.
Phrase description
Emotion
…to get her back on Max
angry
Juliet wanted to disappear..
embarrassed
4.
5.

He helped Juliet because she was his sister and the battle of the pants didn’t concern anyone else. (accept all plausible answers)
When Max wore the Superman pants, he would do very well in games, so he thought the pants had magical powers.

6.
Write True or False and the reason in the boxes below.
Statements
True/False
1) Max wanted to tease Juliet, so he wore
False
her knickers.
2) Juliet thought a dress would look nicer
False
with the Superman pants.

Vocabulary Challenge
Across: 3) annoy 5) giggle 6) sore
Down: 1) emergency 2) fake 4) blush 5) glare

Reason
Juliet had stolen all of his pants, so he had
to wear one of her knickers.
She wanted to show Max she wasn’t
bothered or scared to wear the Superman
pants.

